Shiunko and Chuoko, topical Kampo medicines, inhibit the expression of gehA encoding the extracellular lipase in Cutibacterium acnes.
Antimicrobial agents have been used for eradication of Cutibacterium (formerly Propionibacterium) acnes that is an exacerbation factor of the skin disease acne vulgaris. However, the use of antibiotics is associated with an increased risk of promoting the emergence of resistant bacteria and leading to skin dysbiosis. Traditional Japanese Kampo medicines, such as Keigairengyoto, are used to treat acne. However, there is incomplete understanding regarding their functional mechanism in treatment of acne. In this study, we examined the antimicrobial and anti-lipase activity of the Kampo medicines used empirically for acne treatment. Three oral medicines, Keigairengyoto, Seijoboufuto and Jumihaidokuto, were found to inhibit the growth of C. acnes and decrease the lipase activity. Especially, Keigairengyoto caused remarkable decrease of bacterial lipase activity. Furthermore, topical medicines such as Shiunko and Chuoko significantly decreased the lipase activity in a dose-dependent manner, without inhibiting C. acnes growth. The topical medicines were found to inhibit the expression of gehA, which codes for extracellular lipase. Our results indicate that Shiunko and Chuoko have potential as effective acne therapeutic agents, especially because they do not promote the emergence of antimicrobial-resistant bacteria and skin dysbiosis.